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App Icons
Pull-Across Menu and Video Icon Menu Template

Background Image

Stationary Menu Icon

Bottom of Menu Icon/App Icon



Discussion
From the Peabody UGA and Peabody Media Center 

logos, we predominantly used a cropped gold 

version of the top section of the logo. This image 

was used in the app logo, the stationary title on 

each page, and at the bottom of the pull-across 

menu when opened. 

The charcoal black was used in the background 

overlay and as the menu background. 

The gold color was used in the stationary titles; in 

the names of the staff, board of jurors, and advisory 

board; and in the logos and select videos/images 

from the peabody website. 

The bone white color is used in supplementary text, 

play buttons on videos, menu text, and page 

dividers. 

The font "Brown" was used in the titles and subtitles, 

while "Arquitecta" was used only in the logos 

supplied by the Peabody Awards directly.



Discussion
"Oxygen" was used in all body text on the app. 

Using the head logo alone created a recognizable 

image without the need of text that could be 

repeated both inside the app and in the app logo. 

The color black was used as a neutral that would be 

easy for the eye to absorb. Dark backgrounds with 

light text offered a contrast and an alternative to 

the classic black text on a white background that is 

popular in documents. Gold was used as an accent 

color to add cohesion throughout the app. 

Brown, the title text, is a thin sans-serif font, which 

works well with most titles when not much body text 

is present. Oxygen serves as a easy-to-read sans- 

serif font for the reader, especially when large 

paragraphs of text are used under videos and in 

informational sections of the app.


